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1 Introduction

This is a proposal to encode the Mongolian Square script in the Universal Character Set (ISO/IEC 10646).
The script was introduced in “Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Xawtaa Dorboljin Script in ISO/IEC
10646” (N3956 L2/10-411). The name of the script has been changed to its English equivalent in order to
facilitate recognition and to adhere to UCS naming conventions.

This document is a revision of N3956 and replaces it. Major changes to the preliminary proposal include a
revision to the encodingmodel for vowels. Independent vowel letters have been replacedwith a vowel-carrier
letter and a set of dependent vowel signs. The encoding model for conjuncts has also changed. Consonant
ligatures that were previously included as independent characters have been removed. The virama model is
tentatively proposed for the encoding of conjuncts. However, the subjoined-letter model used for Tibetan
may also be practical. These issues are discussed in Section 4.4. The proposal author requests that the
Unicode Technical Committee determine the most appropriate encoding model for the script.

The Mongolian Square font used here is based upon the font developed by Oliver Corff in November 2001
for his “Xäwtää Dörböljin for LATEX2ε” package. Modifications have been made to Corff’s original font and
several new glyphs have added by the present author.

2 Background

The Mongolian Square Script (Mongolian: Хэвтээ Дөрвөлжин бичиг xewtee dörböljin bicig) is an alpha-
syllabary based upon the Brahmi model. It is also known as the ‘Mongolian Horizontal Square Script’. The
script was used for writing Mongolian, as well as Sanskrit and Tibetan. Mongolian Square was developed
by Zanabazar, the first spiritual leader of Tibetan Buddhism in Mongolia, who also developed the Soyombo
script. Mongolian Square was inspired by the Tibetan script and has graphical similarities to the Phags-pa
seal and book scripts (see tables 1, 2, and 3).

3 Proposal Details

3.1 Script Name

The proposed name for the script is ‘Mongolian Square’. The Mongolian name ‘Xewtee Dorboljin’ and the
variant English ‘Horizontal Square Script’ have been added as an annotation in the names list.
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3.2 Character Repertoire

A total of 59 characters are used for encoding a basic repertoire for Mongolian Square. A code chart and
names list are provides in figures 1 and 2.

3.3 Character Names

Names for characters are based upon those given in secondary sources, such as Shagdarsürüng (2001). Where
possible, character names are aligned with those proposed for Soyombo (see N4026 L2/11-125), which is a
‘sister script’ of Mongolian Square.

3.4 Encoding Order

The encoding order for Mongolian Square follows the general arrangement of the script as shown in tradi-
tional charts. Modifications have been made based upon the encoding model for vowels, the addition of new
characters, etc.

4 Writing System

4.1 Vowels

There are 16 letters for writing basic Mongolian vowels:

               
a ā i ī e ē ü ǖ ū ǖ o ō ö ȫ ai au

They are attested as independent characters in traditional charts, but they may be analyzed as follows:

               
a ā i ī e ē ü ǖ u uu o ō ö ȫ ai au

The structure of an independent vowel consists of a ‘vowel-carrier’ letter + a distinct sign that represents the
basic vowel. This system is modeled upon Tibetan, in whichཨ +0F68    is a vowel carrier
to which vowel signs are attached for writing independent vowels. The letter a functions as the vowel-
carrier letter in Mongolian Square. Long vowels are written using a length mark ◌ after a basic vowel sign.
For indicating ā, the length mark is written with the vowel-carrier letter, which has the inherent phonetic
value /a/.

Given the above, it is practical to encode a vowel-carrier letter and dependent vowel signs instead of a full
set of independent vowel letters and their associated dependent forms. All independent and dependent vowel
forms may be written using the following set of 10 characters:

  

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    

◌    
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There is an additional vowel letter shown in script charts: the 𑢮   is used for writing Tibetan. It
corresponds to འ +0F60   -.

4.1.1 Additional details about vowels

1. Ordering The ◌    is written after the vowel sign:

 + ◌  + ◌  → 
 + - +  → ī

2. Sanskrit vocalic letters Script charts show the letters  r̥,  r̥̄,  l̥,  l̥̄, used for writing Sanskrit
vocalic letters, as atomic characters. They are not proposed for independent encoding; they are to be
represented using   and  , in conjunction with ◌     and additionally ◌ 
for the long forms.

3. Alternate representations The diphthong au is also written as <  + >.

4. Variant forms Variant forms exist for the following vowel signs: ◌  - is also written as ◌ . These
are to be managed at the font level.

4.2 Consonant Letters

The basic set of consonant letters for writing Mongolian is:

                  
                  

Additional consonant letters used for writing Sanskrit are shown below. The names for these letters include
the descriptor ‘’, a Mongolian word that refers to the transcription of non-Mongolian sounds. It is used
here in order to distinguish letters used specifically for writing Mongolian, eg.  (), from those used for
writing Sanskrit and other languages, eg. 𑢥 ( ).

𑢥 𑢦 𑢧 𑢨 𑢩   𑢠 𑢡 𑢢 𑢪 𑢫 𑢬 𑢭
             

The following consonant letters are used for writing Tibetan. The descriptor ‘’ is also used in the
names of these characters.

𑢣 𑢤 𑢯 𑢰 𑢱
    

The letter𑢲   is not a ‘standard’ character and does not appear in traditional charts. It is, however,
attested in manuscripts. The letter is a mirrored form of  . The mirroring behavior is adapted from
Tibetan, in whichཤ+0F64    is inverted in order to produce ཥ +0F65  
.

Additional details about consonants:

1. Homoglyphs The letter   and 𑢬   have nearly identical glyphic representations. The 
is used for representing Mongolian /v/, while   is used for Sanskrit /b/ and /p/. The character
𑢩   is used for writing Sanskrit /v/. Both  and   are proposed for encoding.
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2. Variant Forms There are variant forms for some consonant letters:  = 𑢦 ; = 𑢫 ;  =
𑢩 . These are to be managed at the font level.

4.3 Final Consonants

The following consonants may appear as codas. They are represented by writing ◌ 𑢵   
beneath the respective letter.

𑢵 𑢵 𑢵 𑢵 𑢵 𑢵 𑢵 𑢵 𑢵 𑢵 𑢵
-g -k -ng -d -n -b -m -r -l -sh -s

The character ◌ 𑢶    is also used as a final mark. It represents -ān. It is also represented as the
variant form ◌ (see figure 13).

4.4 Consonant Conjuncts

Consonant clusters are written using conjuncts. These conjuncts are used primarily in transcriptions of San-
skrit and Tibetan. They are written by stacking letters vertically, although one atomic ligature is attested.

The encoding model for conjuncts is based upon the virama model, which is used in Devanagari and other
Indic scripts. Conjuncts are produced by writing  after each consonant in a cluster that does not bear
a vowel. Another approach to encoding conjuncts is the subjoined-letter model that is used for Tibetan and
to some degree for Phags-pa (see Section 4.4.8 below).

4.4.1 Virama

There is no native  in Mongolian Square. As the virama model has been chosen for encoding con-
juncts, a  character has been proposed as an addition with a glyphic representation of 𑢺. It is a
control character that indicates the elision of a consonant letter’s inherent vowel. It is to be used only in
writing conjuncts and has no other function in Mongolian Square. It is not to be rendered visibly.

4.4.2 Stack Depth

As Mongolian Square is used for writing Tibetan, consonant stacks may consist of up to 6 or more letters.
One such stack is tthddhnra, which although rare, is attested in Tibetan religious texts (Fynn [nd]):

Tibetan Phags-pa Mongolian
(Book) Square

ꡈ
ꡉ
ꡊ
ꡜ
ꡋ
ꡱ
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4.4.3 The conjunct 

The character  is an atomic ligature. It represents the Sanskrit cluster ksạ <क +0915 
 , ◌् +094D   , +0937   >. It is proposed
as an independent character because its encoded representation is unknown. The available materials do not
provide details about its composition. The letters  ,  , and 𑢥   may all be used for the 
component; the  (𑢲) is not a ‘standard’ character of the script, but a mirrored form of   used in
some manuscripts.

4.4.4 Forms of , , , 

When  ,  ,  ,   appear in conjuncts, they are written using contextual forms, which are
dependent upon the environment in which the letter occurs:

1. Conjunct initial In this position

(a)   → ◌ r-. This form is used for writing Tibetan ར་མགོ་ ra-mgo letters, eg.  rka = <  +
 > →  rga. It is to be encoded as < ,𑢺 >.

2. Conjunct final In this position these letters are written using the below forms:

(a)  → ◌  -ya. Used for writing Tibetan ཡ་བཏགས་ ya btags, ་ kya =  . It is represented as <C,
𑢺 ,  >.

(b)  → ◌  -ra. Used for writing Tibetan ར་བཏགས་ ra btags, ་ kra = . It is represented as <C,
𑢺 ,  >.

(c)   → ◌  -la. Used for writing Tibetan ལ་བཏགས་ la btags, ་ kla = . It is represented as <C,
𑢺 ,  >.

(d)   → ◌  -va. Used for writing Tibetan ཝ་ར་ wa zur, ་ kwa = . It is represented as <C,𑢺
,  >.

3. Conjunct medial Although not found in the available materials, it is possible that , ,  may
be written using subjoined forms of their regular shapes when they occur in conjunct-medial position.
This behavior would occur in transcriptions of Tibetan, which uses subjoined ‘fixed-forms’ of these
letters in conjunct-medial position: ྻ +0FBB    - , ྼ
+0FBC    - , ྺ +0FBC   
- . The corresponding forms in Mongolian Square would be ◌  -y-, ◌  -r-, ◌  -v-. These
forms are to be encoded using <C,𑢺 , , C>.

4.4.5 Representation of Tibetan la-mgo and sa-mgo

The Tibetan ལ་མགོ་ la-mgo and ས་མགོ་ sa-mgo letters are written in Mongolian Square using regular forms of
  and  , eg. ་ lka = < ,𑢺 ,  > →  lka; ་ ska = < ,𑢺 ,  > → 
ska.
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4.4.6 Rendering of conjuncts

The size of character glyphs may be adjusted for visual uniformity with surrounding characters. There are no
formal rules for sizing. By default, there is no size changes and the regular forms of letters are used: < ,
𑢺 , 𑢪  > →. 

𑢪
nda. In some sources, the glyphs of subjoined letters are compressed along

the vertical axis, eg. , such that their x-height matches that of typical below-base signs. Other sources
illustrate a practice of condensing the glyphs for both the base and subjoined letters so that the height of the
stack matches the x-height of the surrounding letters, eg. . Such size adjustments are practical only for
stacks of two consonants.

4.4.7 Atomic ligatures in script charts

The following ligatures are given as part of the traditional character inventory in script charts:

      
ksạ kra khya gla rka ska lka

The conjunct  ksạ is proposed for encoding as an atomic character. The remaining ligatures represent
conjuncts produced by stacking. Although they are shown in script charts as atomic characters, they are not
proposed for independent encoding. They are to be produced using . It is likely that they are shown
in order to illustrate the use of subjoined forms of , ,  and the superfixed forms of , ,  for
writing Tibetan. This is confirmed by the use of these contextual forms for writing other conjuncts besides
those shown in script charts.

4.4.8 Alternate encoding model

There are two approaches to representing consonant stacks: the viramamodel and the subjoined-letter model.
The former is tentatively proposed for Mongolian Square; however the latter also offers a feasible imple-
mentation model.

The subjoined-letter model is used in Tibetan and at a basic level in Phags-pa. In this model, two characters
are encoded for each each consonant letter: a regular form and a subjoined form. For Mongolian Square,
this may be extended to include a pre-fixed form for certain letters. Every non-initial consonant in a cluster
is represented using the subjoined-form; some initial consonants are represented using the pre-fixed form;
all others with their regular shape. This model requires that every contextual shape of a letter be encoded as
a separate character.

The conjunct  skra is represented in the two models as follows:

• Virama model: < ,𑢺 ,  ,𑢺 ,  >

• Subjoined model: < , ◌  * , ◌   >

The conjunct  rka is represented as follows:

• Virama model: < ,𑢺 ,  >

• Subjoined model: <◌ * ,  >
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In the virama model, the appropriate form of a letter in a conjunct, eg. the use of   as ◌  when C1 or as
◌ when C2 is managed in the font. In the subjoined model, the forms of letters in a conjunct are explicitly
chosen by the user.

4.5 Signs for Sanskrit

1. ◌ 𑢳  Used for indicating nasalization in Sanskrit words. It corresponds to ཾ +0F7E -
     .

2. 𑢴  This sign represents an allophone of /r/ or /s/ at word-final position in Devanagari or-
thography for Sanskrit. It is used in Mongolian Square for writing Sanskrit and it corresponds toཿ
+0F7E    .

4.6 Punctuation

1. 𑢷  Indicates end of sentence or section. A double  is not attested.

2. 𑢸  Marks end of syllable. Corresponds to ་ +0F0B    .

4.7 Head Mark

The 𑢹   is used for marking the beginning of a section of text.

4.7.1 Digits

No script-specific digits are attested.

4.8 Collation

The sort order for Mongolian Square roughly follows the traditional order given in charts:

  < ◌    < ◌    < ◌    < ◌    < ◌    < ◌    <

◌    < ◌    < ◌    <   <   <   <   <

  <   <   <   <   <   <   <   <   <

  <   <   <   <   <   <   <    <

   < 𑢠   < 𑢡   < 𑢢   < 𑢣   <

𑢤   < 𑢥   < 𑢦   < 𑢧   < 𑢨   <

𑢩   < 𑢪   < 𑢫   < 𑢬   < 𑢭   <

𑢮    < 𑢯   < 𑢰   < 𑢱   < 𑢲   <

◌ 𑢳  < ◌𑢴  < ◌ 𑢵    < ◌ 𑢶    <

𑢸  < 𑢷  < 𑢹 
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5 Character Data

5.1 Character Properties

Character properties given in the data format of UnicodeData.txt:

11880;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11881;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11882;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER KA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11883;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER NGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11884;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11885;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11886;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER NYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11887;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11888;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER TA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11889;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1188A;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1188B;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER PA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1188C;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1188D;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1188E;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1188F;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11890;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11891;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER SHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11892;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11893;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11894;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER KSSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11895;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN I;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11896;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN U;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11897;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN UE;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11898;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN E;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11899;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN O;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1189A;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN OE;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1189B;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN AI;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1189C;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN AU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1189D;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL LENGTH MARK;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1189E;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TTA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1189F;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TTHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118A0;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118A1;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DDHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118A2;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG NNA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118A3;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG ZHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118A4;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG ZA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118A5;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118A6;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG GHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118A7;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118A8;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG JHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118A9;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118AA;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118AB;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118AC;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118AD;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG BHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118AE;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG SMALL A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118AF;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118B0;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TSHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118B1;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DZA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118B2;MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG SSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118B3;MONGOLIAN SQUARE SIGN ANUSVARA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
118B4;MONGOLIAN SQUARE SIGN VISARGA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118B5;MONGOLIAN SQUARE FINAL CONSONANT SIGN;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
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118B6;MONGOLIAN SQUARE SIGN FINAL AANG;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
118B7;MONGOLIAN SQUARE DANDA;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118B8;MONGOLIAN SQUARE TSHEG;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
118B9;MONGOLIAN SQUARE HEAD MARK;Po;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
118BA;MONGOLIAN SQUARE VIRAMA;Mn;9;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;

5.2 Linebreaking Properties

Linebreaking properties given in the data format of LineBreak.txt:

11880..11894; AL # LETTER A .. LETTER KSSA
11895..1189D; CM # VOWEL SIGN I .. VOWEL LENGTH MARK
1189E..118B2; AL # LETTER GALIG TTA .. LETTER GALIG SSA
118B3..118B3; CM # SIGN ANUSVARA .. SIGN VISARGA
118B5..118B6; CM # FINAL CONSONANT SIGN .. SIGN FINAL AANG
118B7; BA # DANDA
118B8; BA # TSHEG
118B9; BB # HEAD MARK
118BA; CM # VIRAMA

5.3 ‘Confusable’ Characters

Some Mongolian Square letters resemble those found in other scripts encoded in the UCS:

11883 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER NGA ; A843 PHAGS-PA LETTER NGA
1188F MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER LA ; A859 PHAGS-PA LETTER LA
118A4 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG ZA ; A855 PHAGS-PA LETTER ZA
118A7 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG JHA ; A846 PHAGS-PA LETTER JA
118AE MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG SMALL A ; A855 PHAGS-PA LETTER SMALL A
118B9 MONGOLIAN SQUARE HEAD MARK ; A874 PHAGS-PA SINGLE HEAD MARK
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Figure 1: Proposed code chart for the Mongolian Square script.
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118BAMongolian Square11880

Additions for Tibetan
118AE 𑢮 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG SMALL A
118AF 𑢯 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TSA
118B0 𑢰 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TSHA
118B1 𑢱 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DZA

Other additions for Sanskrit
118B2 𑢲 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG SSA

Various signs
118B3 $𑢳 MONGOLIAN SQUARE SIGN ANUSVARA
118B4 $𑢴 MONGOLIAN SQUARE SIGN VISARGA

Final consonantal signs
118B5 $𑢵 MONGOLIAN SQUARE FINAL CONSONANT SIGN
118B6 $ 𑢶 MONGOLIAN SQUARE SIGN FINAL AANG

Punctuation
118B7 𑢷 MONGOLIAN SQUARE DANDA
118B8 𑢸 MONGOLIAN SQUARE TSHEG

→ 0F0B 
་  
tibetan mark intersyllabic tsheg

Head mark
118B9 𑢹 MONGOLIAN SQUARE HEAD MARK

Virama
118BA 𑢺 MONGOLIAN SQUARE SIGN VIRAMA

The script is also called Horizontal Square Script. It is known as
Xewtee Dörböljin in Mongolian.

Vowel carrier
11880  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER A

Consonants
11881  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GA

• Used for Sanskrit ka
11882  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER KA

• Used for Sanskrit kha
11883  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER NGA
11884  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER JA

• Used for Sanskrit ca
11885  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER CA

• Used for Sanskrit cha
11886  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER NYA
11887  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER DA

• Used for Sanskrit ta
11888  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER TA

• Used for Sanskrit tha
11889  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER NA
1188A  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER BA

• Used for Sanskrit pa
1188B  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER PA

• Used for Sanskrit pha
1188C  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER MA
1188D  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER YA
1188E  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER RA
1188F  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER LA
11890  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER VA
11891  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER SHA
11892  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER SA
11893  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER HA

Consonant conjunct
11894  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER KSSA

Vowel signs
11895 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN I
11896 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN U
11897 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN UE
11898 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN E
11899 $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN O
1189A $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN OE
1189B $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN AI
1189C $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL SIGN AU

Vowel length mark
1189D $ MONGOLIAN SQUARE VOWEL LENGTH MARK

Additions for Sanskrit and Tibetan
1189E  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TTA
1189F  MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG TTHA
118A0 𑢠 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DDA
118A1 𑢡 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DDHA
118A2 𑢢 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG NNA
118A3 𑢣 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG ZHA
118A4 𑢤 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG ZA
118A5 𑢥 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG GA
118A6 𑢦 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG GHA
118A7 𑢧 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG JA
118A8 𑢨 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG JHA
118A9 𑢩 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG VA
118AA 𑢪 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DA
118AB 𑢫 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG DHA
118AC 𑢬 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG BA
118AD 𑢭 MONGOLIAN SQUARE LETTER GALIG BHA

Figure 2: Proposed names list for the Mongolian Square script.
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Figure 3: Characters of the Mongolian Square script (from Kara 1972: 96).
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Figure 4: Characters of the Mongolian Square script (from Kapaj 2002).
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Figure 5: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 160).
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Figure 6: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 161).
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Figure 7: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 162).
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Figure 8: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 163).
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Figure 9: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 164).
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Figure 10: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 165).
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Figure 11: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 166).
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Figure 12: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 167).
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Figure 13: Description of Mongolian Square letters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 168).
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Figure 14: A record showing letters of Mongolian Square (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 171).
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Figure 15: Mongolian Square text at the bottom of a record written in Ranjana (from Shagdarsürüng
2001: 172).
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Mongolian Phags-pa Phags-pa Tibetan
Square Seal Book

  ꡀ ꡀ ཀ
  ꡁ ꡁ ཁ
  𑢥 ꡂ ꡂ ག
  𑢦 — — གྷ
  ꡃ ꡃ ང
  ꡄ ꡄ ཅ
  ꡅ ꡅ ཆ
  𑢧 ꡆ ꡆ ཇ
  𑢨 — — 
  ꡇ ꡇ ཉ
  ꡈ ꡈ ཏ
  ꡉ ꡉ ཐ
  𑢪 ꡊ ꡊ ད
  𑢫 — — དྷ
  ꡋ ꡋ ན
  ꡌ ꡌ པ
  ꡍ ꡍ ཕ
  𑢬 ꡎ ꡎ བ
  𑢭 — — བྷ
  ꡏ ꡏ མ
  𑢯 ꡐ ꡐ ཙ

Table 1: Comparison of consonant letters of Mongolian Square with related scripts.
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Mongolian Phags-pa Phags-pa Tibetan
Square Seal Book

  𑢰 ꡑ ꡑ ཚ
  𑢱 ꡒ ꡒ ཛ
  𑢩 ꡓ ꡓ ཝ
  𑢣 ꡔ ꡔ ཞ
  𑢤 ꡕ ꡕ ཟ
   𑢮 ꡖ ꡖ འ
  ꡗ ꡗ ཡ
  ꡘ ꡘ ར
  ꡙ ꡙ ལ
  ꡚ ꡚ ཤ
  𑢲 — — ཥ
  ꡛ ꡛ ས
  ꡜ ꡜ ཧ
 — ꡢ ꡢ —

 — ꡣ ꡣ —

 — ꡤ ꡤ —

 — ꡥ ꡥ —

   ꡩ ꡩ ཊ
   ꡪ ꡪ ཋ
  𑢠 ꡫ ꡫ ཌ
  𑢡 — — ཌྷ
  𑢢 ꡬ ꡬ ཎ

Table 2: Comparison of consonant letters of Mongolian Square with related scripts.
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Mongolian Phags-pa Phags-pa Tibetan
Square Seal Book

a  ꡝ ꡝ ཨ
ā ◌  — — ཱ

i ◌  ꡞ ꡞ ི

ī ◌  — — ཱི

e ◌  ꡠ ꡠ ེ

ē ◌  — — ཻ

ü ◌  — — —

ǖ ◌  — — —

u ◌  ꡟ ꡟ ུ

ū ◌  — — ཱུ

o ◌  ꡡ ꡡ ོ

ō ◌  — — ཽ

ö ◌  — — —

ȫ ◌  — — —

ai ◌  — — —

au ◌  — — —

Table 3: Comparison of vowels of Mongolian Square with related scripts.
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C. Technical - Justification  
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? No  
 If YES explain   
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